There is Gold in frac sand
Fontaine can help you haul in your share ... and more

The versatile frac sand solution.

Haul frac sand containers, pipe, materials or equipment with ease...
Can your chassis do that?
How It Works

A frac sand container is filled with the maximum payload
at a terminal or a rail-to-truck facility. Then a platform
trailer with twist locks matched to the container size
hauls the sand to a well pad where a forklift removes
the container. The trailer hauls empty bins back to the
facility to get another load. This is a tough application,
and trailers that meet the task must be able to handle
concentrated loads and resist fork lift damage.

Why Fontaine is the best solution

Fontaine answers the challenge with the strongest
mainbeam design in the industry: the Fontaine
XtremeBeam. Then we position the twist locks behind
the siderail to help protect the mechanism from side
impacts. The design and construction of Fontaine
trailers makes them ideally suited for this punishing
environment PLUS they handle typical dropdeck loads
with ease to give you more trailer for your money.
Seeing is believing
See how the RASR siderail on the Infinity
TX stands up to the competition. Scan this
QR code or go fontainetrailer.com/frac to
watch the video.

Fontaine twist locks are placed
behind the siderail to help protect
the mechanism. This stronger design
also gives you full use of the siderail
load securement system so you can
handle conventional loads with ease.

Competitive twist locks are cut
into the side rail and are exposed
to side impact damage from fork
lifts. This weaker design interrupts
the stake pockets/load securement
system and annoys drivers.

Fontaine twist lock frac sand haulers
are available in two models
Infinity TX aluminum/steel combo frac sand hauler
Velocity TX all steel frac sand hauler

Visit your local Fontaine
Trailer Dealer today!
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